A distributed data store can satisfy two properties out of three properties which are (strict) consistency, availability and partition-tolerance. In case of distributed data stores satisfying availability and partition-tolerance, they can satisfy weak consistency, especially causal consistency, which is the strongest consistency that can cohabit with other two properties. Moreover, if any networks between nodes have no problem and very low latency, the distributed data store can satisfy stronger consistency than causal consistency. Sequential consistency is one of the stronger consistency than causal consistency. In order to satisfy sequential consistency, a distributed data store needs to equalize an order of data changing in all nodes. In this paper, we propose distributed data store model containing special nodes "casting nodes" and algorithms in order to decide an order of operations. Thanks to the casting nodes, our model can satisfy sequential consistency when all networks can connect, and our model can satisfy causal consistency when any networks disconnect.
Introduction
The CAP theorem, which was conjectured by Brewer [5] and proved by Gilbert and Lynch [8] , states that (strict) consistency, availability, and partition-tolerance cannot be satisfied at the same time for distributed data stores. Once the CAP theorem is proved, the next goal is to construct a distributed data store which satisfies two of the three properties and high degree of the other one. In particular, many data store models which have availability and partitiontolerance demand to guarantee some consistency model as strong as possible [7, 10] .
Consistency models are categorized into two groups: strong consistency models and weak consistency ones. Strict consistency in the CAP theorem and sequential consistency [11] are typical strong consistency models while eventually consistency [13] is a weak one. It is shown that eventually consistency and causal consistency can coexist with the other two properties [3, 7] . However, it is not proved that a strong consistency model can coexist with the other two properties, as far as the authors know.
The major difficulty to achieve strict consistency arises from the requirement that any copies of a data item on databases must be the same at any time of a physical clock. Therefore, the next candidate of a strong consistency model is sequential consistency [11] , which assures data consistency under a logical time clock. However, it is still challenging for a data store to satisfy this consistency model since the data store must preserve any order of requests among different databases.
To overcome these difficulties, we introduce "casting nodes" into a model of distributed data stores. Casting nodes decide an order of "write operations" which update data. Thanks to the casting nodes, all nodes in distributed data store can keep their data in a consistent manner based on the order of requests assigned by the casting nodes. In other words, our model is based on logical clock synchronization. Due to the lack of networks between database nodes, our proposed model can satisfy partition-tolerance. To achieve fault-tolerance, we use many casting nodes and keep duplication of operation logs.
Preliminaries
In the following, we formally introduce basic notations about a distributed data store according to prior researches [4, 6, 12] . In this paper, we consider a database of key-value stores, so we describe a data by a pair of key and value, and a database is a set of data. A distributed data store consists of some data centers having many databases. Thanks to the trend towards redundant paths in modern data center networks, we can assume very low latency and no partitions in a data center [2, 9] . Therefore we can assume that a consistency in a data center is a strong consistency, and we treat a data center as one node. We express a data center by D, and we assume that each data center has replicas of the same data.
Next, we define executions of operations in a distributed data store. Operations are sent to data centers by clients and executed in data centers. An operation O is classified into a read operation or a write operation. A read operation R is an operation to get a data. On other hand, a write operation W is an operation to create or update a data. We express executions of operations by the following formulas according to prior researches.
• W (k)v -value of key k is written into v.
• R(k)v -value v of key k is read.
To clearly express, we denote by the following formulas executions in a data center D i .
• W (k|D i )v -value of key k is written into v in D i .
•
We express an order executing operations by a process P , expressly a process in a data center D i is written by P Di . 
Considering three operations
O i , O j and O k , if O i ❀ O j and O j ❀ O k hold, then O i ❀ O k also holds.
Consistency Models
In this section, we formulate a sequential consistency model and a causal consistency model for distributed data store models.
Sequential Consistency
L. Lamport defined sequential consistency, which is one of the strong consistency models [11] . A sequential consistency model is stronger than eventual consistency and causal consistency [1] . The definition of sequential consistency is that the results of any executions are the same as if the operations of all the databases were executed in some sequential order, and the operations of each individual database appear in this sequence in the order specified by its program.
In order to translate this definition into a formula, it is convenient to consider a virtual data center D 0 which executes all operations in "some sequential order" in the above definition. Using D 0 , the above definition is equivalently translated as following formula:
(1) The first term means that the result x executed by a data center D is equal with the result y executed by D 0 in some sequential order. The second term means that two arbitrary operations O i and O j are executed in the order in which a data center D received them from some clients.
Causal Consistency
Next, we formulate causal consistency. The definition of causal consistency is that operations that are causally related are seen by every node of the data store in the same order. Other operations may be seen in different order by different nodes. In order to satisfy causal consistency, if there is a causal relationship between write operations, then all data center should execute them according to the causal relationship. In this paper, this causal relation is described by ❀. Using this relation, the above definition is translated into the following formula:
The first term means that a write operation W j relates to other write operation W i causally. The second term means that W i is executed in any data center D before W j if the first term is completed.
Proposed Model of Data Stores
In this section, we describe a distributed data store model consisting of data centers and "casting nodes" (see Figure 1) . Casting nodes control an order of executions in data centers.
Outline of Our Model
Our model has casting nodes and data centers which consist of some databases. There are networks between each data center and all casting nodes while this model has no network among data centers. Casting nodes are divided into one master node and the other slave nodes which are backup of the master node. In our model, each data center decides an order of all operations from clients in order to satisfy causal or sequential consistency. We call an order decided by each data center a local order, and the local order in a data center number L i (O j ) in a local order. In addition, every data center sends write operations from clients to the master node. Each data center has two priority queue Q and Q w in order to store operations. Details of these queues will be given in the next section.
The master node of casting nodes has three roles that are to store write operation logs, to cast all write operations to all data centers and to decide the order of all write operations from data centers. We call the order decided by the master node the global order, and the global order is denoted by G. Each write operation W j has an ordinal number G(W j ) in the global order. Roles of slave nodes are to duplicate write operation logs and resend the operations from operation logs when databases request them in order to keep a sequence of processing operations for data centers. If the master node updates operation logs then slave nodes also update by using the network among casting nodes. If the main node has any trouble, one of sub nodes takes over the rules of the main node. In this paper, a casting node is denoted by C.
Algorithms in Proposed Model
In proposed model, data centers have two roles that are to decide a local order of operations and to execute operations.
First of all, on decision of a local order, each data center attaches an ordinal number L i (O) to an operation O. This number is a count of write operations which get each local order until O gets the local order L i (O). In addition, each data center has a priority queue Q to store an operation with a local order. In the queue Q, the smaller a number of the local order is, the more the operation is preferential. This local order deciding algorithm is shown at Algorithm 1.
Secondly, the master node of casting nodes attaches global order to write operations which received from data centers. This global order deciding algorithm is shown at Algorithm 2. The master node and slave nodes have as many priority queues as data centers, and operations which received from a data center D i are stored in a priority queueQ(D i ). In addition, the master node has a table T which records the latest local order of each data center (see Figure 2 ). Thanks to this table T , the master node can decide the global order correctly without skipping any operations. After attaching a global order to a write operation, the master node sends the operation to all data centers and records the operation as logs.
All write operations sent by the master node are placed in a priority queue Q w in each data center. In the queue Q w , the smaller a number of the global order, the more the operation is preferential. Thanks to this queue Q w , each data center can execute all write operations without skipping any write operations.
Figure 2. Components of data centers and casting nodes
Finally, each data center executes operations according to these local orders and global orders. In addition, each data center D i records the local order and the global order of the last executed operation, the local order and the global order are denoted by L i (E) and G i (E), respectively. Executions in data centers are different, depending on whether data centers can connect with the master node or not. Algorithm 3 is about executions in a data center D that can connect with the master node. In this algorithm, D executes operations according to local and global orders of operations. If any operations are lost, a data center D requires these operations by Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 3 Executing operations in case of no partition
Require: Q, Q w , L(E), G(E), f ( the initial value is 0) # Read and Write Execution is parallel {Read Execution}
On the other hand, Algorithm 4 is about executions in a data center D that disconnects from the master node. In this case, D executes operations according to only local order, and D records all write operations as logs log w while D disconnects from a casting node (see Figure 2) . If any operations are lost between data centers and casting nodes, these operations should be resent. We show the procedure of resending by casting nodes or data centers in Algorithm 5.
From Algorithms 3 and 4, we obtain the following lemmas 1 and 2.
Lemma 1. A data center D executes all operations which are sent to D by clients in the order in which a data center D received them from some clients.
Lemma 1 is trivial from a local order and a queue Q 
Algorithm 4 Executing operations in case of partition
< max} else if resend to a data center D i by a casting node then send the following operations from logs
in a data center.
Lemma 2. Let a distributed data store be of our model. In addition, let each G(E)
after executing O i and O j be G i (E) and G j (E), respectively. In this case, the following formula holds.
Proof. We have to consider two cases that O i and O j are executed by the same process or not. In case of O i and O j are executed by the same process P D , we obtain O i ≺ PD O j from the first clause of the causal relationship definition. In case that O i and O j are executed by different processes P Di and P Dj , then the following write operation W exists or O i is a write operation:
In case that the write operation W exists, W ∈ P Dj holds by Algorithm 2 and the master node. In addition, the relations hold by the definition of the causal relationship and Algorithms 3 and 4:
From the formulas (4) and (5), we get
On the other hand, in case that O i is a write operation, O i ∈ P Dj holds by Algorithm 2. Therefore, O i and O j are executed in P Dj , we obtain O i ≺ PD j O j from the definition of causal consistency.
From the above, we obtain the formula (3).
Reducing Logs
If casting nodes record all operation logs, it will become huge, so we should consider reducing logs. Our proposed process needs only write operation in logs. Moreover, casting nodes resend an operation to only data centers which have not yet executed the operation (Algorithm 5), so casting nodes can delete operations that all data centers have executed from logs.
In order to know completion of executions, data centers send messages to casting nodes after data centers executed write operations. Casting nodes delete an operation from logs when casting nodes receive messages from all data centers which are sent the operation.
Consistency in Proposed Model
In this section, we show that our model can satisfy sequential consistency or causal consistency according to whether all data centers can connect with the master node or not.
Guaranteeing Sequential Consistency
If all data centers connect with the master node, our model can satisfy sequential consistency.
Proposition 1. A distributed data store based on our model satisfies sequential consistency while all data centers connect with the master casting node.
Proof. Assume a data store based on our model. Let data centers D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D n be components of the data store. In addition, assume that a virtual data center D 0 exists and a process of the executions in D 0 is defined by the following conditions:
• Executions of all write operations keep the global order decided by casting nodes in distributed data store.
• Executions of all operations keep the order of P D of each data centerD.
In this case, let us think about an execution of an operation O i in a process P D . If O i is a write operation W i , then the executions in D and D 0 are W i (k|D)x and W i (k|D 0 )y, respectively. The both executions are same updating because an operation W i is same, therefore the following formula holds:
When O i is a read operation R i , let R i (k|D)x and R i (k|D 0 )y be the executions in D and D 0 , respectively.
We consider the case that any write operations are not executed by D before R i . In other words, the following write operation W do not exist:
In this case, D and D 0 read a default value of key k because both values of k have not been updated, therefore x = y holds. On the other hand, we consider the case that any write operations shown in the formula (7) 
We can obtain the following formula from formulas (6) and (8):
Next, we consider the second term of sequential consistency. We can obtain the following formula from Lemma 1:
From the formulas (9) and (10), we have
(11) This completes the proof.
Guaranteeing Causal Consistency
If any data centers disconnect with the master node, our model can satisfy causal consistency. Proof. Assume a data store based on our model. Let data centers D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D n be components of the data store. We consider when these data centers are divided into some data centers which disconnect from the master node and the other data centers which can connect with the master node. The disconnected data centers execute operations according to Algorithm 4, on the other hand, the connected data centers follow Algorithm 3.
In this case, the connected data center cannot get any write operations of the disconnected and the disconnected data center cannot get any write operations of the connected data centers by Algorithms 1 and 2. From the above reason, operations in the connected data centers relate to operations in the connected data centers causally, and operations in each disconnected data center relate to operations in only the data center causally.
Firstly, we prove in case of executions in the connected data centers. Let W i and W j be two write operations in the connected data centers, and we assume that an operation W j relates to an operation W i causally : W i ❀ W j . From Lemma 2, we obtain the following formula:
In both cases that (G i (E) < G j (E)) holds and (W i ≺ PD W j ) holds, (G(W i ) < G(W j )) also holds from Algorithm 3. In addition, W i and W j are casted to all the connected data centers by the master node, and these operations are executed by each connected data center according to the global order. After the recovery of all networks, thanks to Algorithm 5, W i and W j are also executed by the disconnected data centers according to the global order. Therefore, we can obtain the following formula:
Next, we prove in case of executions in a disconnected data center. Let W i and W j be two write operations in a disconnected data center D, and we assume that an operation W j relates to an operation W i causally : W i ❀ W j . In this case, W i ≺ PD W j holds from Algorithm 4 and the definition of a causal relationship. After the recovery of all networks, thanks to Algorithm 4, D sends these write operations to the master node, and these operations are executed by the other nodes in the same order with D. Therefore, we can obtain the following formula:
From the above (12) and (13), Proposition 2 holds. This completes the proof.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a distributed data store model which consists of data centers and casting nodes. Then, we have developed some algorithms in order to satisfy consistency, and proved that our proposed model satisfies sequential consistency when all networks are connected and causal consistency when any networks are disconnected. Our proposed model has limited effect on performance since write operations are casted to all data centers by casting nodes. In other words, our model achieves strong consistency by the sacrifice of performance.
It is an important future work to experimentally compare our model with other distributed data store models. It is clear that a load of our model rises dependent on a ratio of write operations, considering the algorithms of our model, while loads of other models are not clear to a change of a ratio of write operations.
In addition, it is also a future work to introduce some main nodes and distribute a process of multicast since our model has only one master node in casting nodes and thus the global order deciding algorithm is not scalable.
